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Tackling Industry Disruption: 
Understand gatekeeper 
technologies and bottlenecks of 
tomorrow’s food manufacturing.   
-By Raanan Shenhav and Daniel M. Böhi 

In our recent discourse we dove into the root cause of the system's failure to address 
challenges, like obesity, lies in its inherent design. Within the intricate realm of the 
Food-Tech vertical, we navigate the terrain of companies converging at the captivating 
crossroads of bioprocessing, food technology, and sustainability. As this vertical evolves, 
the ability of entrepreneurial pioneers on the front lines to built their companies to be 
compatible to the industry in order to infuse into it and change it from within.  In doing 
so, a key question arises: What are the major pivotal gatekeeper technologies 
orchestrating this revolutionary transformation? 
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In the Cellular Agriculture vertical, a profound discipline in the production of 
cultured and fermented products from cell cultures through the amalgamation of 
biotechnology, tissue engineering, molecular biology, and synthetic biology—let’s 
cover some of the bottlenecks imperiling the future of our plates. 

Cell Culture and Bioreactors: The essence of this cultured revolution resides in the 
meticulous nurturing of cells within a controlled environment. Bioreactors are the 
tolls that dictate the scalability and efficiency of our production processes. This 
engineering gatekeeper is foundational not only for cultured meat that lately we 
have been hearing on the news but also for the sustainable cultivation of dairy, fish, 
eggs, coffee, chocolate, and even materials like leather and wood. 

Cell Lines and Tissue Engineering: This gatekeeper technology has a crucial 
strategic impact on any future startup or company. Selecting the ideal cells for our 
processes—an analogous act to casting the perfect ensemble for a blockbuster 
film. The rapid evolution of tissue engineering techniques enables us to fathom the 
potential applications of this technology. Disruptive Bio and Food Tech companies, 
in their audacious pursuits, will engineer cells with precision for specific textures or 
structures across a spectrum of products. 

Nutrient Media and Growth Factors: Nutrient media, the elixir that propels cellular 
proliferation, assumes the role of the secret sauce in this narrative. Recent strides in 
this gatekeeper technology empower us to tailor media concoctions for diverse 
cultured products. Crafting precise recipes of nutrients, where growth factors stand 
out as the most expensive ingredients—costing between 1,000-20,000 times more 
than gold—transforms this technology not just into a gatekeeper but an real-life 
gold mine, a frontier being ardently explored by research institutes, companies and 
startups alike. 

Bioprinting and Tissue Assembly: In the realm of 3D printing, bioprinting emerges as 
a gatekeeper technology with the intrinsic ability to intricately arranged cells, 
crafting complex structures. If the saying "Eating with our eyes" holds true (and it 
does), visual appeal and textures stand as paramount gatekeeper technologies. 
Without these, startups and companies face the perilous risk of product-market 
misalignment, presenting a great product that lacks consumer allure. 

Fermentation Technologies: A classic art that has endured for millennia, 
fermentation takes a paradigm shift with precision fermentation redefining the 
narrative. Beyond the realms of beer and bread, this gatekeeper technology 
transforms into a gateway to crafting proteins, enzymes, and flavor compounds, 
bringing us to a future where a world of flavors is at our fingertips. 

Bioprocessing and Scale-Up Techniques: Yet another engineering archetype in the 
gatekeeper technology lexicon, scaling up from the laboratory to industrial 
proportions necessitates the optimization of conditions for large-scale production, 
ensuring efficiency and cost-effectiveness. This poses a significant financial 
challenge impacting real estate, infrastructure, qualified manpower, and myriad 
other facets. Innovative strategies must be forged, discovered, and implemented 
to render cultured products accessible to a wider audience. 

Scaffold Materials and Edible Structures: The unsung heroes in this gastronomic 
revolution are the scaffolds shaping the future of food. Beyond mimicking meat 
textures, these structures usher in a new era where edible frameworks for various 
products become a reality. These scaffolds not only mimic the texture of meat but 
also act as conduits for nutrient delivery and waste clearance akin to blood vessels, 
profoundly influencing taste and shelf life. 
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Analytical Technologies for Quality Control: In the pursuit of excellence, quality and 
safety stand as imperatives. Leveraging advanced analytical technologies 
becomes paramount in assessing nutritional content, flavor profiles, and potential 
contaminants. Venturing into uncharted territories, maintaining high standards 
assumes heightened significance. 

Synthetic Biology and Genetic Engineering: Genetic engineering is the fine art of 
tailoring cells for specific purposes, converges with synthetic biology to grant us the 
power to manipulate the genetic code. This enables the creation of cells capable 
of producing anything, from familiar beef to unprecedented amino acids forming 
the basis of novel proteins. The prospect of engineering enzymes for specific 
functions in cultured products paves the way to redefine biocatalytic processes, 
creating unique and enhanced food ingredients. 

The potential encapsulated within these technologies is nothing short of staggering. 

 
Pioneering real life Food 
BioManufacturing Challenges 

-By Raanan Shenhav 

The real-life reality of scaling from lab to continuous manufacturing, is a complex 
and still unresolved endeavor. Here are some of the challenges. 

Synthetic Biology and Genetic Engineering 

In the development of genetically engineered cell lines, we seek to enhance traits 
such as cell proliferation, nutrient utilization, or tissue differentiation. Achieving 
precise genetic modifications in complex cellular pathways is challenging, as it 
requires the design and optimization of genetic constructs, as well as the 
development of efficient gene editing tools. 

We will need to standardize usage of advanced gene editing technologies such as 
CRISPR-Cas9, base editing, or synthetic biology approaches such as gene circuits 
and metabolic engineering to achieve precise and predictable genetic 
modifications in cell-based systems for the global food industry. Meaning that there 
is a need for robust risk assessment frameworks and regulatory guidelines to ensure 
the safety and responsible use of genetically modified cell lines in cellular 
agriculture applications. This includes addressing concerns related to gene flow, 
unintended effects on ecosystems, and potential allergenicity or toxicity of 
genetically modified products. 

This will join current challenges of regulatory and ethical considerations surrounding 
the use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in food production, as 
discussions are formed around issues such as genetic engineering that holds great 
promise for improving the sustainability and efficiency of cellular agriculture, yet 
there are concerns about the potential environmental impact and consumer 
acceptance of GMO-derived products. 
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Researchers that develop these innovative technologies will need this regulatorily 
framework in order to unlock the full potential of cellular agriculture to produce 
sustainable and nutritious food, materials, and therapeutics, ultimately contributing 
to a more resilient and ethical global food system. 

  

Bioreactors and Fermentation Technologies 

Bioreactors are essential tools for culturing cells in a controlled environment, 
providing optimal conditions for cell growth and proliferation.  

However, scaling up bioreactor systems to industrial levels while maintaining 
required features (such as efficient nutrient and gases exchange, as well as uniform 
cell distribution), presents several challenges. 

In a lab scale, researchers may successfully culture small batches of cells in 
bioreactors with precise control over parameters such as temperature, pH, 
dissolved oxygen, and agitation rate. 

Yet, as production scales up to meet commercial demand, maintaining uniform 
nutrient distribution and gas exchange becomes increasingly complex. Large-scale 
bioreactors must effectively deliver nutrients and oxygen to all cells within the 
culture while removing waste products to prevent toxicity and ensure cell viability. 

Furthermore, ensuring consistent and reproducible cell growth across different 
regions of the bioreactor vessel becomes more challenging as the scale increases. 
Impacting measurements such as Variations in nutrient availability, shear forces, 
local environmental conditions can lead to heterogeneous cell growth and lower 
overall productivity, all this while an ongoing research and funds are directed into 
alternative bioreactor configurations, such as perfusion systems or microcarrier-
based cultures, that may offer potential solutions to improve scalability and 
efficiency while reducing production costs. 

  

Cell Culture and Nutrient Media and Growth Factors 

Cell culture media and supplements are essential for providing the necessary 
nutrients and growth factors to support the proliferation and differentiation of cells 
in vitro. Nonetheless, developing optimized media formulations tailored to specific 
cell types can be challenging and time-consuming. 

Researchers need to identify and optimize the concentrations of various 
components in the growth media, such as amino acids, vitamins, minerals, and 
growth factors, to support the growth and differentiation of muscle cells into meat-
like tissue. 

This process often involves extensive trial and error experimentation, as well as 
biochemical analysis to understand the metabolic requirements of the cells, as well 
as sourcing high-quality and cost-effective raw materials for media formulation can 
be a logistical challenge… meaning it cost a lot of money without the promise of 
one true answer.  
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Bioprinting, Tissue Assembly, Scaffold Materials and Edible Structures:  

Tissue assembly, scaffolding and bio-printing technologies aim to fabricate three-
dimensional tissue constructs by arranging cells and biomaterials in a precise 
spatial arrangement. 

The tasks of accurately mimicking the complex architecture and physiological 
properties of natural tissues poses significant challenges. 

Let's take Vascularization for our example, it is crucial for supplying nutrients and 
oxygen to cells within a tissue, as well as removing metabolic waste products. Yet, 
replicating the intricate network of blood vessels found in native tissues presents 
several obstacles. 

Development of bio-inks or edible scaffolding biomaterials that can support the 
formation of functional blood vessels within printed tissue constructs. These bio-inks 
or scaffolding must possess suitable mechanical properties to support cell 
adhesion, migration, and proliferation, while also allowing for the integration of 
endothelial cells to form blood vessel-like structures. 

Achieving precise control over the spatial organization and density of cells within 
these scaffold or bio-printed constructs is essential for recreating the 
heterogeneous cell populations and extracellular matrix found in native tissues. This 
requires more advances in scaffolding and bio-printing technologies to enable 
multiple cell types and biomaterials with spatial precision. 

  

Bioprocessing, Scale-Up Techniques and Analytical Technologies for Quality 
Control: 

In lab scale, optimizing nutrient and oxygen supply to cells within bioreactor vessels 
can be achieved easily. As the scale of production increases, it becomes more 
challenging to ensure uniform nutrient distribution and adequate gases exchanges 
throughout the culture. This can lead to variations in cell growth and differentiation, 
ultimately affecting the quality and consistency of the final product. 

Challenges like development of efficient bioprocessing techniques for harvesting 
and processing large volumes of cultured cells are needed, as traditional methods 
such as enzymatic digestion or mechanical disruption may not be suitable for 
large-scale production due to issues such as enzyme costs, scalability, and product 
contamination. 

This paramount capability will be affected by the use of novel perfusion bioreactors 
that will provide continuous nutrient supply and waste removal, as well as the 
implementation of automated cell harvesting and purification systems to 
streamline downstream processing.  

Yet the challenge is not just “steel on the ground” as advancements in cell culture 
media formulation and optimization are essential for maximizing cell growth and 
productivity in large-scale bioreactor systems. This includes the development of 
serum-free media formulations and the identification of growth factors and 
supplements that support robust cell proliferation and differentiation. 

All these are needed to be governed and overseen by novel analytical methods, 
as more traditional methods such as chromatography, mass spectrometry, and 
spectroscopy are often used to analyze the nutritional content, flavor profile, and 
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safety. Still, these techniques may not be suitable for assessing the quality attributes 
of cultured meat, which has a unique cellular composition and production process. 

It emphasizes the need for specialized analytical methods capable of quantifying 
specific biomolecules and cell types present in cultured meat products. This 
includes the development of immunoassays, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
assays, and other molecular biology techniques to detect and quantify relevant 
biomarkers such as muscle proteins, fats, and connective tissues. 

All these are required as we face the ultimate challenge in food these days, the 
characterizing of the structure and texture using non-destructive imaging 
techniques. Traditional methods such as histology and electron microscopy might 
prove to be not suitable for large-scale quality control due to their labor-intensive 
nature and limited throughput. Therefore, there is a need for advanced imaging 
techniques such as confocal microscopy, optical coherence tomography (OCT), 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to assess the microstructure and texture of 
cultured meat products in a non-destructive manner. 

Not putting aside that in order to ensure the safety of cell-based products we will 
require the development of rapid and sensitive analytical methods for detecting 
potential contaminants such as pathogens, toxins, and chemical residues. This 
includes the use of techniques such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR), enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and mass spectrometry for detecting 
microbial contaminants, allergens, and chemical residues in cell-based products. 

 

Some Thoughts and Outlook 

-By Raanan Shenhav and Daniel M. Böhi 

 
To sum up this brief "collision with reality's challenges" of Cellular Agriculture and Precision Fermentation, 
these challenges will require collaboration between synthetic biologists, genetic engineers, 
bioinformaticians, and regulatory experts to develop novel genetic engineering strategies that balance 
safety, efficacy, and ethical considerations. 

It demands innovative engineering solutions to optimize bioreactor design and operation for large-scale 
cellular agriculture production. development of novel mixing strategies, advanced monitoring and control 
systems, and robust bioreactor materials capable of withstanding the demands of industrial-scale 
production. 

It would be a symphony of interdisciplinary collaboration between cell biologists, biochemists, AI experts, 
mathematicians, and engineers of different types to design and optimize culture media formulations that 
support robust cell growth and differentiation while minimizing production costs, collaboration between 
tissue engineers, materials scientists, and bio-printing experts to develop novel biomaterials for scaffolding 
and bio-ink formulations that would be tailored to specific tissue types. And let us not forget that we will 
need computer and software engineers as the advancements in bio-printing and harvesting systems will 
require hardware and software solutions, things like improved printing resolution and multi-material printing 
capabilities, will become essential for achieving the desired tissue architecture and functionality. 
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We are facing this realty, that might prove to become one of the most complex challenges of mankind, and 
it arrive in a time where tools such as AI are materializing in front of our eyes and should be harnessed to 
assist us changing the world into a better one, but we will talk about it on our next letter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Get in touch! 
To sign up for the “Loophole Letters” or if you would like to discuss a specific 

topic in greater depth, please get in touch: info@alphornventures.com 
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